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Consider a one dimensional, transonic, adia.bs.tic flow with a fixed boundary, say
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conical, undergoing & shock transition, The dimensionless specific energy of the flow can
be written as,
^
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(I)

where, a is the non dimensional sound speed, M is the Mach number of the flow defined
by M = i9/a, tf being the non-dimensional radial velocity, and n is the polytropic index of
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the flow for the equation of state p = A*p I+l ^ n , p and p being the pressure and the density
of the fluid respectively. Here K is the constant of proportionality (related to the entropy
of the flow) which is assumed to be separately constant on both sides of the shock, but is
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allowed to vary at the shock due to the-generation of entropy. The first term is the kinetic
energy of the radial motion and the second term is the specific enthalpy. The final term
0{x) is a generalized potential in which the flow movi-s, .r being the dimensioning radial

ABSTRACT

coordinate, measured in units of typical length scale of the system. Since the flow is one
dimensional, all the physical quantities such as 1?. a . etr. are constant in the transverse

We briefly discuss some properties of the shocks in the existing models for quasi twodimensional astrophysical (lows. AH of these models which allow the study of shock analytically
have some unphysical characteristics due to inherent assumptions made. We propose a hybrid
model for a thinflowwhich has fewer unpleasant features and is suitable for the study of shocks.

direction of the flow.

Apart from a geometric constant, the conserved accretion rate /<
' is given by,

fi — .\Iapj:7
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Along with the conservation of the specific energy £ and the baryon n u m b e r flux ,'.:. t h r
pressure balance equation mnst be satisfied at the s t a t i o n a r y shock, i.e..
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(unless very efficient radiative losses are present), and satisfying the shock conditions is no

where, by - and + signs we refer quantities before and after the shock respectively.'

longer an easy task. We show this below with the existing models.
Prom eqns. (1), (2) and (3) one derives a Mach number relation which is invariant
A relatively useful stationary model of the rotating accretion flow near a compact

across the shock,
/•* _

™ ~

object, in which the quantities are vertically averaged assuming the flow in vertical equi-

_

librium, consists of the following set of equations (see, e.g., Matsumoto et a!. 1984):
where C is a constant, and •> = 1 + 1/n is the idiabatir index. One obtains a number of
important properties from this invariant function. In particular, the product of the Mach
numbers at the shock is,

and
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Here C is minimum for M- = ] = .W+ and as ,!/_ —* 1 + , C —• -) + 1, so that M+ —» 1_

where, A and XK are the conserved angular momentum and the angular momentum uf

for all adiabalii: index ->•. This implies that the minimum shock strength S = A/_/Jlf+

the Keplerian orbit at x respectively. Z and IV art- the vertically avrragft! density and

is unity. The standard relation for the post-shock Mach number given by Landau and

pressure, i.e.,

fh

Lifshitz (1955)

E= /

pd: = 2pj,,h

(8<i)

•1-h

i r = / p,h = 2^/- n+1 /i.
J-t,
is easily derived from eqn. (1). It is important to note that both the eqns. (4) and (6) are
valid for strictly one dimensional flow (more correctly, when the shock is planer) although
in tlie literature unwarrented use of eqn. (6) is made even when the flow is divergent.

(HI.)

The equations are written neglecting viscosity (cv = 0). Here h is the transverse thicknesi
of the flow calculated using the pseudo-Newtonian potential t' = -l/2(.r— 1) [\'j

-

x' 1 /2(x - I) 2 in this model] of the compart nbjert (Paczynski and Wiita, 11*80) and is
given by,

A real astrophysical flow is, unfortunately, three dimensional. Even when the ash =

/
v

( 2 n ) a , j l / - V - 1)

{'•>)

sumptions of the axisytnmetry, small transverse height and the independency of the radial'
velocity with height arc adopted, there is no model in the literature which can deal with
shucks fully self-consistently. The reason is that at the shock the flow changes its thickness

T h e equation of state along t h e vertical direction k assumed to be juilytropic.
•i

3
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The subscript e is ased for quantities in t h e equatorial plane and !„ = [2">i'.)J/('in

'£

I*

t 1)!.

It is easily observed that this model can consistently deal with the shock* only U

thickness of the flow U determined from the vertical equilibrium condition (eqn. 9). The

the entire flow is isothermal, i.e. WfH = a j , where a0 is the constant sound speed. The

flow cross-section is therefore proportional to the adi&batic sound speed and the accretion

exact momentum balance condition at the shock is obtained as,

rate (t ii given by,

W + E!>2 = const.

(10)
where, f(s) = xif3(x — l)in the pseudo-Newtonian description of the compact object. The

and using this one obtains the Mach number relation at the shock as,

equation for the specific energy and the momentum balance condition at the shock are kept
the same as eqn. (1) and eqn. (3) respectively, provided only the equatorial quantities

M

are used. This model is oversimplified but one can study the properties of the shocks

the tion trivia] solutiun of which is.

completely (Chakrabarti, 1988a). However, shocks in this model can not be arbitrarily
weak. To see this, we derive the Mach number relation by conserving the accretion rate
U.M+ = 1.

(lib)
(12) and balancing pressure at the shock (eqn. 3) as,

This ran also be verified by putting - = 1 in eqn. (4). A second analytically tractable model
cuuld be constructed if one adopts a rather unrealistic equation of state W = K12y, (where
constancy of /C Jw a not imply iseutropicity). One again obtains the saint niomentiim

where, C is a constant. Prom the above equation, the product of the Mach numbers at

balance condition as above (rqn. 10) and (he energy and accretion rate equations similar

the shock is,

tu c(|iis. (I) and (2) j-r,>,,drd the final term of the radial momentum equation (7b) is

Af+Af_ = - .

(M)

ignored (which is <i guod assuinplkui for very thin flows) and ,! = <J~WfT, is used as
The shock strength is 5" = M-JM+
the sound -.peed. This tquarhtd

— "A/_ 9 . If the minimum M- allowed for a supersonic

disk mode] is more like one dimensional, and the Mach
to subsonic transition is unity, the minimum shock strength is ->. However, the acoustic

number irfalioii ;it the shuck is the same KS eqn. (4) presented above.
perturbation propagates in the flow with speed art> ± 0 (where, i1 = y/2/(-

+ I)) and the

minimum pre-shock Mach number for a transonic flow is M~ = r and thp minimum shuck
A relatively "cleaner" model is recently proposed by Abrarnowicz and Chakrabjirti
strength is,
(1!>KS). In this so called ].:> dimensional model radial equation is treated exactly only
iti the equatorial plane. No vertical motion is assumed (as in the other models) and (he

Thus, Smln goes to unity only if the flow is isothermal, 7 = 1. It is to be emphasized

checks that the post-shock Mach number is also the same. Thus, the minimum shock

that above relation is independent of the third shock condition which we must employ

strength is again unity in this model. It is also clear that for isothermal flow one recovers

in order to solve (he problem complete!}-. What the limit Sm<n implies so far is that

eqn. (lib) from above.

the enhancement of (he cross-section of the post-shock flow reduces the Mach number
(and increases the temperature and the entropy) and the pressure balance (using only the
equalorial quantity) is achieved only if this reduction is sufficient. It is easily shown that in

In this letter we have shown that a hybrid model which partly uses the equations on
the equatorial plane and partly uses averaged quantities gives mure realistic results in the

addition when one imposes the condition of constancy of the energy flux across the shock,

study ol the shocks in quasi two dimensional adiabatic flows. The errors involved in the

the lower limit >>f shoe!; strength is pushed even higher (Chakrabarti, 1988).

energy and the accretion rate equations are corrected exactly by the momentum balance
equation which is assumed in an ad-hoc way. The detail properties of the shocks along

Because of these nnpltfant features in both the quasi two dimensional flow models described above, we propos< here a new hybrid model in studying shocks. Here, we

the line of what is done for the 1.5 dimensional How (Chakrabarti, 1988) will be discussed
elsewhere.

keep the energy equation and the accretion rate equation as given by the 1.5 dimensional
model (eqns. 1 and 12) employing equatorial quantities and keep the momentum balance
condition (ID) employing the averaged quantities. The later choice treats the change of
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C =

(16)

where. (' is a constant. The product of the Mach numbers at the shock is,

M+M- = —

,„

2

(17)

The weakest shock which may form in a transonic flow with vertical equlibrium has the
pre-shock Mach number A/_ = •J-^fj (see discussions following eqn. 14). One easily
7
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